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Lot No Description Reserve

Album

1 Large Green Tower album in pristine condition with many blank pages £2.00

2 Black SG Senator springback album in pristine condition with approx. 50 
unused leaves.

£3.00

3 Red Senator album in very good condition with many blank unused pages. 
Also incl. pages of Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Rhodesia stamps.

£3.00

4 Red Crown album with 50 leaves, as new. £1.60

5 2 VGC red springback albums (Simplex & Senator) with 5 packets of unused 
pages.

£2.00

6 Red 4-ring A4 postcard album with 20 pages and some modern postcards. £3.00

7 Black Frank Godden peg album in excellent condition with 50 pristine pages. 
Top of the range.

£15.00

8 Two red SG Senator albums, no leaves. £3.00

Algeria

9 SG122: 2F25 green LMM cat £29. £5.001936

10 SG474-7 cave paintings set UMM cat £29. £6.001967

Alsace and Lorraine

11 mint 2c chestnut, SG 3 brown: centred slightly NE with excellent colour, full 
perfs & original gum complete apart from thin in mount area. Cat £120

£10.001870

Antigua

12 Mostly QV to QEII mainly used collection on album leaves. £10.00

13 QV SG29 6d green CDS used cat £120. £25.001884

14 GVI Silver wedding pair UMM cat £22.75. £3.001948

Argentina

15 Early to 1960's collection from early to 1960's on Hagner pages (500+ stamps) £30.00

Ascension

16 GV SG6 8d black & violet LMM cat £27, slight gum toning. £5.001922

17 GV Silver jubilee VFU set, SG31-34 cat £110. £20.001935

18 GVI ½-10s mint (23) used(7) (SG38-47b), fresh colours, mostly well centred, 
varying mount remains: SG39(1d), 42(3d), 42a(3d) & 47b(10s) make over half 
mint cat of £406 (used £14). SG identification inc.

£35.001938

19 SG135-148 set of 14 UMM cat £29.55. £6.001971

20 SG MS191 Wideawake Airfield UMM cat £11. £2.001975

Australia

21 Australia & States used collection in black plastic folder. Some duplication but 
unchecked for wmks, perfs etc. Total cat value estimated up to £1,000.

£12.00

22 Red shoebox of Australian kiloware (nice mixture) £2.00

23 SG22d 4d yellow-orange mounted mint cat £42, centred SE. £7.001915

24 SG42 5s grey & yellow wm6 narrow crown used with full perfs and lightish 
parcel cancel that does not detract from the design. Cat £120.

£8.001918

25 SG143 5/- Sydney Bridge CTO cat £250. £60.001932

26 SG136 10/- Roo grey & pink CDS used, cat £150. £20.001932

27 SG136 (wm15) 10s grey & pink FU cat £160. excellent colour & perfs, a bit of 
diagonal wrinkling that might press out? Cat £160.

£12.001932

28 SG137 £1 Roo grey CDS used (crease to top right) cat £275. £20.001935

Australia - New South Wales

29  QV used 2d ultramarine and greyish blue (SG 52 & 55) SG 55 has full four 
margins and on SG 52, fourth shaves upper NW corner. Heavy cancels. Cat 
£76

£5.001851
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Lot No Description Reserve

Australia - Tasmania

30 16 used stamps, inc.SG229-236 engraved set of 6 (diagonal crease on 6d), 
STC £90+

£10.001899

Austria

31 Early to 1960's used collection on Hagner pages including imperfs (450+ 
stamps)

£30.00

32 Mid-period mint selection in 'horrible' stockbook, some duplication STC 
£1,422.

£30.00

33 SG45  2k yellow FU with good perfs cat £31. £5.001867

34 SG121 4k green FU cat £38. £6.001899

35 SG672-7 Austrian Writers set of 6 MM cat £150. £20.001931

36 SG791 60g+60 blue used with neat box cancel at foot. Cat £95. £15.001936

37 SG1218 3s tuquoise air (cormorants in flight) with fine dated CDS. Cat £160. £20.001950

Austrian PO's in Turkish Empire

38 SG6: 25sld lilac mint cat £50. £7.001867

39 SG F20: 25c blue on blue LMM Cat £42. £6.001908

Bahamas

40 KEVII to QEII. Collection of mint & used on Hagner pages (250+ stamps) £15.00

41 SG23 1d rose-red P12.5  wm Crown CC FU cat £45. £5.001863

42 SG61 3/- black & green wmk Crown CC CDS used cat £65. £10.001901

43 SG64 4d orange wmk Crown CC CDS used cat £60. £10.001902

Bahrain

44 SG128-138 UMM set cat £48. £5.001964

Barbados

45 Q.V. to QEII collection of used & mint on Hagner pages (400+ stamps) £30.00

46 SG100 6d olive-black CDS used cat £48. £9.001882

Basutoland

47 SG43-53 set LMM cat £110. £10.001954

Bavaria

48 Early to middle period collection of used & mint on Hagner pages. (100+ 
stamps)

£15.00

49 SG150 £m red with fine complete CDs used. Cat £70. £10.001911

50 SG192b 5m blue imperf FU (faint cancel) cat £70. £10.001914

Bechuanaland

51 SG95 4d grey-green wm Block Cypher VFU cat £60. £6.001926

52 SG118-128 set LMM cat £110. £15.001938

53 SG143-153 set LMM cat £100. £15.001955

Belgian Congo

54 1894-1960 collection on pages with many VFU of the masks, animals & 
flowers issues. Cat. Circa £35.

£3.00

55 SG 137-140 (1F75c-10F) as clean m/m quartet with good to spot on centring 
& full perfs. Cat £78

£10.001923

Belgian Occupation of Germany

56 SG1-17 MM set neatly mounted on page, STC £200. £25.001918

Belgium

57 Yellow plastic folder of pre-cancels and Railway Parcels stamps, cat c. £30. £3.00

58 Older Belgium & Belgian Congo on 6 leaves, approx. 100 stamps. £3.00
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59 Used collection in blue plastic folder 1869-1964, cat £100+, incl. a good 
selection of fine early CDS values with 'Dimanche' labels attached and some 
Leopold 1 values in slightly poor condition.

£6.001869 +

60 SG153 20c+20 red & violet MM cat £95. £12.001914

61 Express TRAM mail postcard sent from Union Club Brussels 8 Feb 29, 
message 'no choir tonight' one assumes it arrived in time!

£5.001929

62 Large registered express cover bearing Queen Astrid mourning set, SG 713 & 
SG714-20, VFU with neat Brussels CDS cancels. Stamps cat. £10+

£1.001935

63 MS409 King Albert Memorial Fund VFU cat £26. £2.001938

64 Used collection (000s) in 2 blue plastic folders. £2.001965-94

Bermuda

65 Early to QEII collection of used  & mint on Hagner pages (350+ stamps) £20.00

Bolivia

66 Early to middle period collection of used & mint on Hagner pages (200+ 
stamps)

£15.00

Brazil

67 Early to middle period collection of used & mint on Hagner pages (400+ 
stamps)

£20.00

68 Small mainly used handful where unused SG 11B & 57, supported by used 
contribute most of the £130+  cat value (11 items)

£10.001844-78

British Africa

69 British Africa used collection in black plastic folder: Gold Coast, KUT 
Rhodesias, Mauritius, South Africa etc; cat est. £70.

£4.00

British Commonwealth

70 4 stock cards, Dominica SG120-131 short set MM, Gibraltar UPU set MM, 8 
Canada stamps GU, 9 Australia & New Zealand MM/used. Total cat £40+. 
Also two cards USA & Monaco airmail MM.

£1.00

71 Mainly empire on 20 sheets, notably British Guiana £3.00

72 Cyprus, Gibraltar & Malta used collection in orange plastic folder, cat c. £30. £1.00

73 Mainly Jamaica used collection on leaves, also including other British West 
Indies Antigua to Trinidad.

£1.00

74 British India & Far East used collection in orange plastic folder, including 
Indian Feudatory states. Cat est. £40.

£2.00

75 A5 ivory stockbook well filled with a varied mix. Some GB decimal mint at the 
back.

£4.00

76 Stockcard of 6 oddments, the best being Jamaica SG 105c with oval 
registered postmark cat £24.

£1.00

77 Very good condition red A4 SG stockbook containing New Zealand and 
Australia mainly used with some early.

£1.00

78 SG 'New Imperial Album Vol. 1 well filled from GB 1841 with apparently all 1d 
plates to 224, and most plates for 1/2d bantams & 2d. QV HVs to 10s, EVII to 
5s etc, etc. Plenty of other good stamps throughout.

£40.00

79 SG 'New Imperial Album Vol. II with plenty of good stamps throughout. £30.00

80 Red GVI SG pre-printed album, well filled with mint & used stamps, very high 
cat value.

£40.00

British Guiana

81 Red album containing mint & used collection. £5.00

82 Early to QEII collection of used & mint on Hagner pages (200+ stamps £20.00

83 24c yellow-green (SG 114) with faint AO3 (Demerara) canc. Cat £35 £5.001875

British Honduras

84 Green album of mint & used. £2.00
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Lot No Description Reserve

British Indian Ocean Territory

85 SG 1-15 BIOT o/p complete set cat £15. £1.001968

British Levant

86 SGZ111 1/- pale green cat £150 and Z81 rosy mauve plates 4, 5 and 12 cat 
from £24 each. All with 'C' cancels.

£12.00

87 SG11 12pi on 2/6 lilac CDS used cat £38. £6.001902

88 SG49 80 piastres on 5/- red used cat £30. £5.001921

British Occupation of Iraq

89 2 old covers incl. YMCA cover with FPO postmark. Tatty but interesting. £1.001919

British Virgin Islands

90 SG42 4d on1/- black & rose-carmine CDS used cat £160, one short perf. £20.001888

91 GV Silver Jubilee set SG103-6 VFU cat £55. £10.001935

Brunei

92 1900's to modern period collection of used & mint on Hagner pages (150+ 
stamps)

£20.00

Brunswick

93 SG11: 3sg black on (pale) red 4 margins used - vertical crease. Cat £275. £30.001853

Burma

94 KGV to  middle period collection of used & mint on Hagner pages (150+ 
stamps)

£15.00

95 SG 25-31 part set, LMM Cat £83. £10.001938

96 Complete set SG35-50 MM and FU + SG34 MM, total cat £27. £2.001945

Bushire - British Occupation

97 SG9 Overprint 'under British Occupation' on Iran stamp 24ch green & violet 
mint cat £250.

£40.001915

Cambodia

98 SG31-50 mint pictorial set neatly mounted on page, STC £93.45. £10.001954

Cameroun

99 1969 & 1970: Official presentation folders for each of the two gold stamp 
issues.

£1.00

Canada

100 Used collection in black plactic folder, many hundreds from early to 1990 cat 
est £600. SG31 & SG32 noted, the former with pen cancel.

£12.00

101 collection of mint & u/m on Hagner pages. Good face value (300 stamps 
approx)

£20.00

102 SG39: 12 1/2c green used, heavyish barred cancel, centred SE. cat £80. £4.001859

103 SG69 large queen 15c slate-blue FU cat £35. £6.001881

104 SG129 QV jubilee 6d brown CDS used cat £140. £20.001897

105 SG137 QV jubilee $2 deep violet roller cancel cat £425. £70.001897

106 SG194 15c orange Quebec centenary mint cat £120, centred to foot £12.001908

107 SG318 6s on 5c Ottowa Conference deep brown FU cat £25 £4.001932

108 SG3703c scarlet coil stamp imperf x p8. £5.001937

109 SG 389-93 imperf x 8 UMM coil set cat £25. £6.001942

110 SG387 50c violet UMM, perfectly centred cat £26 £5.001942

Canada - Newfoundland

111 Small collection on leaves cat approx £30. Also includes New Brunswick 
SG15 MM cat £29.

£1.00

112 SG101 8c bistre-brown LMM cat £70. £10.001910
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Lot No Description Reserve

113 SG187 20c black FY cat £60. £10.001931

Catalogues

114 SG Cyprus Gibraltar & Malta, 5th edition 2019, as new & unmarked. £5.00

115 SG Australia catalogue 11th edition 2018, as new & unmarked. £8.00

116 SG GB Specialised QV(6th ed) and GB Specialised 4 kings(5th ed) plus set of 
1840 1d black Ormond plating guides.

£1.00

117 Stanley Gibbons Part 1 catalogue, pristine condition. £20.002023

Cavalla

118  French PO in Turkish port. SG41,45,46,48, LMM with good gum & perfs, cat 
£215.

£25.001893

Cayman Islands

119 SG93 2/- black & ultramarine CDS used cat £85. £15.001932

Ceylon

120 Q.V. to QEII collection of mint & used on Hagner pages (350+ stamps) £30.00

121 SG 18 one half penny dull mauve, LMM: small thin spot, a little toning top left 
and a few half-blind perfs, but cat £350.

£20.001864

Channel Islands

122 Bag of minisheets, mint sets, maxicards etc. strong on flowers. Also some GB 
flowers postage and cards.

£1.00

Channel Islands - Guernsey

123 Presentation folder for Guernsey PO at 'Hong Kong 94'.Contains a minisheet 
of 10 copies of SG635 (cat 55p each). Cannot see the sheet itself listed 
(numbered 115404 though).

£1.001994

Chile

124 Early 1900 to middle period collection of used & mint in a binder on Hagner 
pages. (400+ stamps)

£30.00

China

125 Card of 31 stamps, mint & some used, unchecked, approx 1897-1947. £1.00

Club Books

126 Remainder booklet France PTSA £1. £1.00

127 Remainder booklet Commonwealth PTSA £81. £3.00

128 Remainder booklet Commonwealth PTSA £40. £1.00

129 Remainder booklet New Zealand PTSA £59. £2.00

130 Remainder booklet Portugal/Russia PTSA £26. £1.00

131 Remainder booklet Sudan PTSA £33. £1.00

132 Remainder booklet World PTSA £37. £1.00

133 Remainder booklet World PTSA £49. £2.00

134 Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, PTSA £180.94. Some nice items. £20.00

135 Box of club books. £10.00

136 Perak & Perlis, PTSA £46.41, STC £240+. £8.00

137 Commonwealth Rhodesia to Somaliland, PTSA £49+ (20 years ago). £6.00

138 Lebanon well filled mint & used PTSA £246. £30.00

139 Cayman Islands modern mint - unpriced, STC £70+. £4.00

140 French Colonies mint & used PTSA £74+. £8.00

141 Commonwealth modern UMM sets PTSA £21+. £3.00

Colombia

142 Early to middle period collection of used & mint on Hagner pages (400+ 
stamps)

£20.00
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Lot No Description Reserve

Commonwealth Omnibus

143 QE ll Coronation. 60 of the total issued, light m/m. Approx cat £90 £10.001952

Comoro Islands

144 SG143 Picasso 200F air stamp UMM cat £26. £5.001973

Cuba

145 Early to modern period collection of use & mint in a binder on Hagner pages 
(500+ stamps)

£20.00

Cyprus

146  30 items. SG 91,104-5,108-9 (GV) 1½ & ½ to 2¾pi (part), fine m/m + SG 107 
1½pi, used: SG 151-7 (part) GVI ¼-4½pi m/m + SG 151-161 ¼-45pi, cds 
used (inc both 18pi shades): SG 223 £1 (Ell), fine used. Cat £117

£12.00

147 Q.V. to QEII period collection of used & mint in a binder  on Hagner pages 
(500 stamps approx)

£45.00

148 EVII to QEII collection on densely-packed leaves. £10.00

149 SG128 6pi blue FU cat £38 £7.001928

Danish West Indies

150 SG19 5c brown & green, St Thomas CDS, cat £36. £5.001873

Danzig

151 Overprints on Germany mint 1-5M with 2M as horiz. marginal pair showing 
plate and sheet numbers (with perf separation). SG 93B-96B (nine items). Cat 
£39

£9.001920

152 Small m & u accumulation on single stock book leaf, inc. f/u SG 236 and 
duplication. Pencilled SG numbering looks accurate (50 items). Cat £120

£10.001920-38

153 SG221-5 Air Post Exhibition o/p set of 5, LMM but a few tone spots, cat 
£72.50.

£5.001932

154 SG233-7 Air set FU, cat £43.80. £7.001935

Denmark

155 Early to middle period collection of used & mint in a binder on Hagner pages. 
(650+ stamps)

£40.00

156 SG107 50ore lilac fine CDS used, centred NW cat £110. £15.001904

157 SG159 50ore black & purple fine LMM cat £60. £10.001913

Dominica

158 10 minisheets UMM, 1970s - 1990s. £3.00

159 QV Crown CC used. 1s magenta  (SG 9).Well centred with full perfs, good 
colour, light canc and clean rev. Cat £50

£8.001877

East Africa

160 East Africa & Uganda SCA wmk SG65-71 VLMM and SG72 MM, total cat 
£187.50.

£12.001921

Egypt

161 Early to middle period collection of used in a binder on Hagner pages (550+ 
stamps)

£30.00

162 SG189-192 International Railway Congress set MM (SG189 has a thin), cat 
£100.

£8.001933

Ethiopia

163 Complete mint sheet of 50 of half guerche values SG 305. £1.001931

Falkland Islands

164 SG161 5/- blue & chestnut LMM cat £150. £25.001938

165 SG163 £1 black & violet LMM cat £130. £20.001938

166 Birds SG193-207 Birds set VLMM, cat £180. £35.001960
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Fiji

167 1954 Definitive set used, missing SG288a and 294. 1959-63 set UMM missing 
SG308 & 309. Also 3 plate blocks of 6, 1/2d plate 1 & 1a, 1d plate 1. Total cat 
approx. £88.

£10.00

Finland

168 2 Hagners used 1875-1941 defins: 114 items incl. extracts from all 3 versions 
of 1917 issue: 1927 (posthorn wm) issue inc. both 1½m perfs: few 1901/11 
"PEN" versions of Russian design: minor dup. pencilled SG nos on rev where 
needed. Cat £150+

£10.00

169 Early to middle period collection of used on Hagner pages (400+ stamps) £20.00

France

170 Yellow plastic folder with hundreds of used stamps 1883-1990 including early 
heads perf and imperf. Cat circa £100?

£4.00

171 Early to middle period collection of used on Hagner pages (500+ stamps) £20.00

172 SG45 5c green imperf used. Clear margins top and bottom, sides with 
minimal encroachment on the design. Cat £275.

£20.001853

173 Used collection on pages cat. around £25. £1.001930-65

174  "Marianne" 6-18fr (part), light m/m, splendid colours (SG 1005a-6,1007a,d,e). 
Five items, cat £48

£5.001945

175 SG1059 1000F purple & black VF CDS used, cat £39. £6.001949

French Polynesia

176 SG126 100F local art LMM cat £33. £5.001970

French Somali Coast

177 21 FU values to 5f from definitive set, no duplication, STC £60.90. £6.001915

Gambia

178 KGI to QEII collection of mint & used on Hagner pages (50+ stamps) £15.00

179 EVII Crown CA wmk SG48-53 part set mint, cat £174. £30.001902

Germany

180 1872-1977 collection incl. Bavaria in orange plastic folder, including early 
arms embossed, hyperinflation, officials, American Zone (perfs unchecked) 
etc.STC £1,000+.

£12.00

181 Many packets of mainly earlier used off paper, some more awkward allied 
occupation values noted.

£4.00

182 1930's aprox to 1970' period of mint & used including overprints. (200+ 
stamps)

£20.00

183 SG21: 2 1/2 gr brown, fine dated 'Berlin' CDS, cat £130. £10.001872

184 2½ groschen chestnut, SG 29. light, dated slogan canc wuth full perfs and 
centred SW. Cat £75

£12.001874

185 SG30: '9' on 9k chestnut, FU box cancel, one short perf, cat £750. £70.001874

186 SG O342 official o/p on 100m grey, CDS used, cat £250. NB: mint stamp is 
cat 25p so please view the cancel.

£25.001923

187 SG O343 official o/p on 200m brown, CDS used, cat £250. NB: mint stamp is 
cat 50p so please view the cancel.

£25.001923

188 SG O344 official o/p on 2Md green & pink(pale), CDS used, cat £200. NB: 
mint stamp is cat 25p so please view the cancel.

£20.001923

189 SG257-9 Rhine & Ruhr relief fund surch. Set FU cat £195. £20.001923

190 used on 6 pages, cat. circa £30. £1.001924-35

191 Post-war to modern used collection in black plastic folder, cat. est. £35. £1.001949 +

Germany - Allied Occupation

192 A4 packet of oddments, occupation 'of' and 'by', postal stationary etc. £5.00
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193 SG FW37 90pf (deep)red, UMM cat £90. £15.001948

194 French occ. SG FB50-52 LMM set cat £48. £5.001949

195 Russian Zone SG MS R59a Goethe Festival Week, UMM faint tone spots, cat 
£275.

£20.001949

Germany - East

196 MS E200b FU Stamp Day, Berlin, cat £65. £10.001954

Germany - West

197 SG1102: 30pf+10 blue, humanitariam relief fund, VFU cat £100. £10.001953

Ghana

198 18p international reply coupon used 1971 but not redeemed. Issuing office 
illegible but try finding another one, these coupons are scarce.

£1.001971

Gibraltar

199 Mint & used GV-QEII mix on 6 album pages with SG 125 contributing much of 
the overall cat £70++ value (inc. duplication)

£7.50

200 KGVI to QEII mint & u/m collection  in a binder on Hagner pages including 
min sheets. (450+ stamps)

£45.00

Glory Boxes

201 Tesco bag full of mainly GB on paper, much appears to be pre-decimal, but 
totally unchecked. Also some plastic presentation pages.

£1.00

202 Sainsburys bag full of world off paper in glassine bags by country. £1.00

203 Large green crate of stamps, leaves, packets, stamps etc. £3.00

204 "Newton" cardboard box containing stamps in packets, albums, bags, display 
cards: a treasure trove!

£2.50

205 Stockbook, packets, old club book pages, etc. £1.00

206 Stamps, postcards and cigarette cards £1.00

207 All world off-paper stamps neatly packed in plastic tubs & tin - many 
thousands.

£2.00

Gold Coast

208 Two album sheets containing SG 11-14 + 1/-18 GU; also SG11 & 15 MM. 
Total cat. £58.

£3.001884

209 SG13 2d grey VLMM cat £50. £10.001884

210 QV 5/- keyplate SG22 used with clear dated 'Chama' postmark, cat £35. £5.001889

211 GV set SG103-112 LMM, very slight toning on gum of the 1/2d and 5/- values, 
cat £120.

£12.001928

212 SG128-31 CDS used, 1/-, 1/3, 2/- and 5/- values, cat £56. £5.001935

213 SG131 5/- olive green & carmine Perf 12 CDS used, cat £38. £4.001938

214 SG131a 5/- olive green & carmine CDS used Perf 11.5 x 12, cat £28. £3.001940

215 SG135-46 set of 12 CDS used cat £48. £5.001948

216 GVI SG145 5/- purple 7\ black VLMM. £10.001948

Great Britain

217 Blue 'Ruch' stockbook with assorted GB mainly used but a few mint decimal 
commems at the back.

£1.00

218 Decimal commems mint for postage in packets & presentation packs. 
Estimated FV £20++

£5.00

219 Collection in green Simplex album 1880-1980 mint & used, some mint 
decimal values. Cat circa £100.

£2.00

220 6 presentation packs incl 2xGreetings 10 1st class, FV £40+ £18.00

221 Very good condition red A4 SG stockbook containing some used all reigns 
and notably a set of corner control blocks of 8 for the 1940 stamp centenary 
set.

£1.00
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222 Biscuit tin containing envelopes of used GB and many early decimal booklets. 
Also some more modern bookets/postage FV around £7.

£1.00

223 Green Simplex springback album with early to 1960's mint & used plus many 
unused pages.

£1.00

224 Bag of GB FDC's incl. 1989 cover signed by Red Arrrows team. £1.00

225 Red SG springback album in excellent condition with mint decimal Machins 
collection incl. regionals.

£1.00

226 Two springback albums in good condtioin containing pre-decimal GB used 
collection.

£1.00

227 8 GB presentation packs. £3.00

228 Bag of mint decimal machins plus 2x 2010 'Festival of Britain' minisheets. 
High swap out value.

£1.00

229 Five different modern GB stamp bookets. £1.00

230 QV 3 FU CDS stamps: SG157 (p22), SG206 & SG211, cat £170. £20.00

231 1d black, 3 large & 1 small margins, neat light red maltese cross cancel, 
letters AB, top marginal. Quoted as SG2, cat £375.

£40.001840

232 1d black SG2(?) plated not identified, almost 4 margins, light red MC cancel, 
letters LC.

£20.001840

233 1d black SG2(?) plated not identified, 4 margins, but left side appears 
'improved' light red MC cancel, letters BE.

£15.001840

234 1d black SG2(?) plated not identified, almost 4 margins, indistinct red MC 
cancel, letters CD.

£20.001840

235 2d blue SG4, light maltese cross cancel, cat £1,200. 3 good margins, close at 
the top.

£150.001840

236 1d black SG2(?) plated not identified, almost 4 margins, but slightly thinned, 
light red MC cancel, letters CF.

£15.001840

237 SG9: 1d pale red-brown strip of 3, lightly used with Scottish barred cancels, 
numeral '1' for Aberdeen. Central stamp has 4 large margins, outer 2 stamps 
are 3 margins, the left stamp thinned at foot. An attractive multiple.

£12.001841

238 Used collection of Victoria to EVII, possible cancellation interest. £1.001841 +

239 Embossed Issues: SGSG54 1/- pale green & SG57 10d brown. In poor 
condtion, repaired and with heavy cancels and creases, but of cut square 
appearance and 'silk threads' visible. Cat £2,500.

£12.001847

240 Modern 'Westminster Collection' folder, presenting an almost 4 margin 1d 
black bearing a crisp black MC cancel, letters EH, plate not identified.

£22.001848

241 SG69 6d deep lilac used, wmk emblems cat £175. £15.001856

242 SG 36 1d rose-red wmk large crown P16 white paper FU. £6.001857

243 QV 9d straw (Plate 2), FB-BF (SG 87): emblems wm, fine shade, full perfs, 
well centred with full perfs and very light near full London duplex canc 
showing "WC 20": clean rev.  Cat £575

£25.001862

244 SG126 5s rose with complete 'London JY 26 71' CDS cancel. Good perfs, 
colour & centreing. Cat £675++

£60.001867

245 SG111 9d straw used cat £300. £25.001867

246 SG110 9d straw plate 4 and SG156 8d orange with good perfs but fairly 
heavy cancels and slightly off-centre. Total cat £775.

£8.001867-76

247 QV 4d vermilion, SG 94Wi, GD-DG, plate 10: large garter inverted wmk: lh 
wing marginal: vibrant shade: perfectly centred: one or two nibbled perfs: 
blurred duplex remnants. Cat £150

£10.001871

248 QV 6d deep chestnut, plate 11, DH-HD, rh wing marginal (SG 122). Fine 
colour, full perfs, clean rev, centred downwards: clean part duplex canc 
"(LE)EDS AU 72". Cat £125

£10.001872

249 QV 3d, LB-BL, pale rose (Plate 11): fine shade: light London Office ("89") 
canc: one short perf: well centred: small mount remains on clean rev.  Cat £80

£10.001873
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250 QV 2½d, KF-FK, rosy mauve (Plate 17), SG 141: orb wmk, fine shade, full 
perfs, centred fractionally upward,: light duplex canc showing "BG 1": pencil 
figures on otherwise clean rev.  Cat £300

£25.001880

251 SG168a 2d deep rose CDS used cat £120. £5.001880

252 SG160 4d grey-brown plate 18 LMM with good gum and no surface marks. 
Perfs to left slightly trimmed but still present other 3 sides excellent, cat £450.

£22.001880

253 SG169 5d indigo good used cat £175. £5.001881

254 Five copies of 1d lilacs with mailboat cancels, A91 (2), A92 (1) and A94 (2). £5.001881

255 SG183 10s ultramarine with good colour and light registered Threadneedle St 
oval cancel. One short perf at the top, cat £525.

£40.001883

256 SG160 4d grey-brown plate 17 well centred VFU with part 'Fenchurch St.' 
registered oval CDS. Cat £80 + 75% premium.

£18.001883

257 SG211 Jubilee 1/- green with fine clear 'OAKLEY STATION' L&SWRy 
postmark, located west of Basingstoke on the line towards Salisbury.

£4.001887

258 SG O68e 1/- green 'Govt Parcels' o/p 'dot to left of T' used, cat £500. £25.001890

259 Office of Works 'OW Official'  SG O3`, 033 & O37 FU cat £480. £15.001896

260 SG O45 6d purple on red 'Army Official' o/p used cat £60. £10.001901

261 EVII 'Govt. Parcels' official o/ps SG O74-77 spacefillers. Heavy postmarks 
and 2d has blunt corner & 9d closed tear. Cat £319 as FU.

£2.001902

262 Official 'Board of Education' SG O83-4 fine CDS used cat £90. £6.001902

263 SG266 EVII £1 green FU with neat clear oval registered 'Lombard St 2 SP 03' 
cancels and full perfs. Cat £825.

£140.001902

264 'Admiralty Official' SG O101-2 and O107-8, both settings of the overprint, 
good-fine used. Cat £81.

£6.001903

265 Sparse GV-QEII used collection in red plastic folder incl. regionals. £1.001911 +

266 SG401 5/-  Seahorse carmine good used (2 slightly smudgy circular cancels + 
some short perfs) cat £325.

£10.001913

267 S409 5/- Seahorse pale carmine good used (2 'Hatton Garden' parcel 
cancels) cat £400.

£10.001915

268 British Empire Exhibition SG432 1d FU with part 'Paddington' CDS. Cat £30. £3.001925

269 SG438 PUC £1 black LMM (diagonal crease) but a lovely looking stamp. £50.001929

270 EVIII 3/- Booklet Series 3 red cover, unused & complete, cat as £120 in 2015. 
Plus similar partly used with faded cover but different adverts.

£6.001936

271 SG599-609 phosphor graphite set LMM cat £100. £15.001959

272 Postage due 1st decimal currency presentation pack cat £28. £2.001970

273 Decimal postage due sets D77-89 set of 13 and D90-101 set of 12, both UMM 
cat £50.

£10.001970-82

274 Postage due presentation pack Cat £24. £5.001982

275 'Royal Mail Special Stamps' luxury printed book in pristine condition, (slipcase 
a bit faded on spine). Includes all 1987 issues (FV £8.61).

£4.001987

276 Presentation folder 'The Glory of Lords' inc. stamps, covers, history, 
postcards etc. No. 219 of 1000 issued.

£4.001994

277 Royal Mail 'Golf' black presentation binder with presentation pack, FDC & 
postcards.

£3.001994

278 Classic Locomotives (6 values) presentation pack unopened. £1.002004

Greece

279 Modern UMM sets on 7 Vario pages and 1988 Olympics presentation pack  in 
a large SAFE 14-ring album with with printed & ready mounted pages for 
1981-1991.

£2.00

280 SG150 Olympic Games 50l on 2d olive FU cat £80. £10.001900
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Grenada

281 QEII m/m & u/m on Hagner pages (150+ stamps) £14.00

282 1d green chalon head FU dated 1873 with what looks to be an incorrect 1972 
certificate. Quoted as SG11 (cat £28) but this only issued Feb 1874 per SG. 
Noted on back 'no wm'  but looks to be two vertical lines - from wm2 sheet 
margin? Possibly SG10?

£3.001873

283 SG133 5/- green & red on pale yellow wmk SCA UMM cat £15. £3.001921

284 SG134 10/- green & red on emerald wmk SCA UMM cat £75. £15.001921

285 SG203 & SG204 UMM top marginals, cat £61. £8.001953

Guyana

286 74 Modern mounted mint stamps (generally 1960s), mostly in sets, minimal 
duplication.

£2.00

Haiti

287 Early to middle period collection of used. (200 stamps approx) £10.00

Hong Kong

288 Q.V. to QEII collection of used & mint in a binder on Hagner pages. Many sets 
included (600+ stamps).

£80.00

289 QV Crown CC used. 2c pale yellowish brown(blunt corner) (SG 8b) & 16c 
yellow (SG 22), B62 cancs, full on 16c. Cat £78

£12.001863-7

290 SG153 & 153b $1 lilac & blue shades FU, cat £39. £5.001938

291 SG157 $2 orange & green FU cat £45 £8.001938

292 SG161 $10 green & violet used (2 CDS cancels) cat £140. £10.001938

293 SG1632-8 Centenary set MM cat £90. £10.001941

294 QE2 definitive set SG 415-487 to $50 (excl. 482) on lage piece, all neatly 
cancelled 'Stanley 21 NO 84 Hong Kong' . Stamps cat £50+

£2.001982

295 SG1119-1134 set of 16 used. Slight blunt corners on a couple of low values, 
$3 is imperf at right from sheet margin.

£5.002002

Hong Kong China

296 SG12a 50c green on emerald surface/olive back LMM cat £70. £15.001917

Hungary

297 Early to 1960's collection of used on Hagner pages (300 stamps approx) £10.00

298 SG13: 25k lilac, top value of first set, fine postmark, centred to foot. Cat £140. £15.001871

Iceland

299 1875-2002 comprehensive used collection, many hundreds, cat value £2,000+ £15.00

India

300 Q.V. to QEII collection of used on Hagner pages ( few hundred stamps) £25.00

301 SG18(?) 4a blue & pale red used. Quite a poor copy cut to shape but cat 
£1,300.

£25.001854

302 4a red & blue, cut to shape & heavyish cancel, die not identified. Margins very 
close or touching, one corner ever so slightly trimmed.

£15.001854

303 Half anna deep blue, SG4(?) die not identified. 4 large margins, but heavy '22' 
cancel, corner stain & adhesions on the back, min cat £55.

£6.001854

304 1a red 3 margins, die not identified, light dotted cancel, cat £110 min. £8.001854

305 2a orange (SG 44), 4a black on blued paper (SG 45) (short perf), 8p mauve 
(SG 57) & 6as green (SG 64): all lightly cancelled and slightly off centre. Cat 
£149

£10.001856-8

306 SG323 & 323a 1r brown & blue (shades) used cat £53. £8.001949

Indian States

307 Stockbook with 900 convention states and 600 native states mostly used, 
some duplication.

£20.00
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Indian States - Chamba

308 SG O28 2r carmine & orange UMM but toned gum, cat £28. £7.001939

Indian States - Cochin

309 1911-44: 43 stamps mostly used cat £26. £4.00

Indian States - Idar

310 1859-1940. 24 stamps mint/used, a little duplication. £3.00

Indian States - Sirmoor

311 8 stamps mint/used cat £35. £3.001892

Indonesia

312 1950 approx to modern period of used & mint on Hagner pages. (200+ 
stamps)

£14.00

Iran

313 Used & some mint collection from late 1890's Persia to modern on Hagner 
pages (400+ stamps)

£20.00

Iraq

314 1930's to middle period collection of used on Hagner pages ( 250+ stamps) £25.00

315 Used collection in red plastic folder including British Occupation overprints to 
2r, cat c. £40.

£3.001918-58

Ireland

316 1977 50p booklet SB44 and 1985 £2 booklet SB28. £2.001977-85

317 2 'Team Millenium' (Gaelic football) booklets SB74 & SB76. £3.001999

Israel

318 Early to middle period collection of used on Hagner pages (400 stamps 
approx)

£15.00

Italian P.Os. In Turkish Empire

319 SG8: 60c mauve fine used with nice '234' numeral cancel, cat £225. £30.001874

Italy

320 1890's to middle period of used on Hagner pages (300+ stamps) £20.00

321 SG D21: 10c brown FU with neat cancel, cat £80. £10.001869

322 SG37: 2l orange good used, centred right, cat £400. £40.001878

323 SG73: 15c on 20c orange mint with good gum and a light mount, centred 
slightly left, cat £95.

£15.001905

Jamaica

324 Q.V. to QEII used & mint collection in a binder on Hagner pages including 
sets & min sheets £500+ stamps)

£15.00

325 SG67 5/- green & red on yellow wmk MCA MM cat £90. £15.001912

326 SG106 10/- myrtle green wmk SCA used cat £70. £10.001921

327 SG105c 5/- blue & pale bistre-brown FU cat £22. £4.001929

Japan

328 Early to middle period of used on Hagner pages (500 stamps approx) £40.00

329 Presentation folder for 'Western Architecture'; 10 issues of 2 stamps over 3 
years. UMM stamps cat approx. £20.

£1.001981-4

Jubaland

330 SG47-51 LMM set of 5 , St Francis of Assisi commemoration. Cat £22. £4.001926

Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika

331 KEVII to QEII used & mint collection on Hagner pages (200 stamps approx) £12.00

332 SG4: 2 1/2a blue wmk crown CA, FU cat £60. £10.001902
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333 GV MCA wmk values MM: SG44(2), 45, 47, 47a, 48(2), 49(2) & 52d (75c with 
emerald back). Cat £46.

£4.001912

334 SG76-85 MM excl.SG80, but incl both shades of SG77 & SG83. Cat approx. 
£57.

£7.001922

335 SG131-150 generally LMM set of 20, cat £300. £35.001938

336 SG167-180a QE2 1st definitive set FU, includes both shades of £1 value, cat 
£72.

£10.001954

Kiloware

337 Large floral box of world stamps, mainly on paper. £2.00

338 10-litre white tub full of unsorted on-paper stamps, mainly GB. £1.00

Laos

339 1950'S to 1980's mint & used collection in a binder on Hagner pages (400+ 
stamps)

£20.00

Latvia

340 Mint 1918-29 collection (30+ items) on album page & display card: imperf 
Ukraine provided free.

£5.00

Lebanon

341 Collection of used with some mint on Hagner pages (300+ stamps) £15.00

342 SG437: 50pi green UMM, cat £49. £8.001951

Leeward Islands

343 SG26 EVII 1/- green & carmine wmk crown CA CDS used cat £38 (green 
colour faded).

£7.001902

344 SG56 2/6 black & red on blue wmk MCA used cat £60. £18.001913

345 SG57b 5/- Green & Red on lemon wmk MCA used cat £90. £18.001915

346 SG55 GV 2/- purple & blue wmk MCA CDS used cat £75. £12.001922

347 QE2 SG126-140 complete set UMM cat £75. £10.001954

Literature

348 'Collect British Postal Stationary' Hardback by Higgins & Baker 1840-2007. 
VGC with undamaged dust jacket and just few removable pencil marks. Also 
incl. 2 folders of 1960s postal stationary.

£12.00

349 Bundle including 'Collect British Stamps' 2nd edition 1968, British Philatelic 
Bulletins and Gibbons GB Concise 2001.

£1.00

350 Stanley Gibbons Colour Guide. A pre-WW2 version printed by Harrison with 
100 stamp size labels in the named colours - a beautiful product.

£10.00

Lombardy and Venetia

351 SG35 & 36, 10s blue & 15s brown CDS used, on piece(?) in Budapest. Cat 
£159.

£15.001863

Luxembourg

352 Brown stockbook of early mint & used. £2.00

353 Early to 1960's period of used  with some mint on Hagner pages (250+ 
stamps)

£12.00

354 SG302-6 Child Welfare VFU set cat £220+ £30.001931

Madagascar

355 SG290-5 FU Air set (290 has blunt NW corner) cat £45. £5.001946

Malaya

356 Collection of used in a binder on Hagner pages (400 stamps approx) £20.00

Malaya - Kedah

357 1940's to 190's collection of mint & used on Hagner pages (100+ stamps) £20.00
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Malaya - Kelantan

358 1911 to 2007 collection of mint & used on Hagner pages (90+ stamps) £20.00

Malaya - Perak

359 SG117 40c red & dull purple MM (toned gum) cat £50. £9.001938

360 SG111 8c used - cat £90 - but per SG only for clear 1941 dated cancels. £15.001941

Malaya - Perlis

361 SG18 20c black & green FU cat £22. £4.001951

Malaya - Straits Settlements

362 SG293 2c green die II MM, cat £60. £8.001938

Malta

363 QEII mint collection including sets on Hagner pages (250+ stamps) £30.00

364 Q.V. to QEII collection of used in a binder on Hagner pages £40.00

365 SG3a: 1/2d (pale) buff no wmk mounted mint. Looks like a small thin & 
centred to the top but min cat £850.

£35.001863

366  ½d yellow-buff (SG 16), near gumless mint with full perfs, fine shade and 
spotless rev., fractionally right centred. Cat £200

£15.001878

Mauritius

367 SG81 1s on 5s rosy mauve MM with 'cancelled' overprint. Cat £70 as per 
footnote in SG catalogue.

£12.001877

368 GV Silver Jubilee VFU set SG245-8, cat £50. £10.001935

Memel

369 Baltic seaport, now part of Lithuania. SG25-41 Set of 17 mint neatly mounted 
on page, faint horiz. crease on top value, STC £80.

£10.001920

Mexico

370 Wells Fargo Express printed postal stationary cover to La Honda, undated. 
Neatly 'mounted' and written up.

£1.00

371 Early to 1960's period of used on Hagner pages (300+ stamps) £20.00

Middle East Forces

372 Cover from Rhodes with MEF set to 2/6 plus 3 other pieces with RODI or 
RHODES postmarks on MEF stamps.

£1.001945

Morocco Agencies

373 SG169 1/- black & carmine MM cat £30. £5.001907

374 SG202-11 French currency set of19 MM, cat £60. £10.001925

375 SG169 4c on 4d grey green MM cat £40. £5.001937

Mozambique

376 Early to 1950's period of used on Hagner pages (400 stamps approx) £20.00

Muscat

377 SG O1, O3-7 and O9 used cat £114. £12.001944

Naples

378 SG 1A-6A used. (1A, 2 and 5A have small thins). Cat £2,000+. Given the high 
cat value of SG6A, please view.

£200.001858

Nepal

379 Early period to modern period of used with a few overprints (250+ stamps) £12.00

Netherlands

380 late 1890' 1970's period of used on Hagner pages (300+ stamps) £10.00

381  light m/m SG 641, 644, 647, 651 & 690 with good to spot on centring, five 
items. Cat £71

£15.001947-9
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New Guinea

382 Birds with dates officials stamps MM. SG O33, O34, O37, O38(2 shades). Cat 
£77.

£3.001931

383 SG177-185, excl 2d & 5d values MM (creamy gum) cat £94. £12.001932

New Zealand

384 1855-1990 used collection in red plastic folder. Early perfs & wmks 
unchecked, cat est. £250+.

£6.00

385 Well-filled red 4-ring binder with collection from early to 2001 plus some back 
of book and pacific islands.

£10.00

386 Attractive group of 9 covers 1998-2002: pictorials centenary, coastlines, rugby.£2.00

387 Large 4-ring binder full of used stamps on printed pages, from 1882 and a 
high level of completeness from 1940-1990 with no duplication. Many 
hundreds including some covers.

£5.00

388 SG O77 1s vermillion MM cat £75. £12.001910

389 SG D44 3d orange-brown MM, some gum toning Cat £40. £7.001939

390 Full sheets of SG678, 761 & 762, neatly folded in plastic sleeves. Flaws are 
annotated in margin for SG678, but none are listed in SG Part 1.

£3.001946-57

Nicaragua

391 Early to modern period of used & mint on Hagner pages (200 stamps approx) £10.00

Nigeria

392 QEII used on Hagner pages (200+ stamps) £9.00

393 Three A4 stockcards of used EVII to QE2. Hundreds, with a little duplication. 
Values to 5/- x2 and 10/- x1.

£12.00

394 SG11a 10/- green & red on blue green CDS used cat £100. £20.001915

Nigeria - Lagos

395 EVII wmk CA SG49 & SG50 x2. The 2 1/- values are UMM. Total cat £122. £15.001904

396 EVII very fine mint set to 5/- excl. 1d value. SG54 & SG55-62, incl 1 extra of 
6d & 2 extra of 1/- SG 61 is UMM. Total cat around £150.

£18.001904

Niue

397 Simplified GVI pictorial set UMM. Although described as SG89-97, I believe 
the 2d, 6d & 1/- to be wmk43 not wmk98, although these are hard to 
distinguish. The 1/- is the better value, so total cat around £60.

£9.001944

Norfolk Island

398 SG365 10s green o/p 'specimen' VLMM cat £38. £10.001961

Norway

399  lightly mounted mint SG 632-6, 644-52 & others on three "Devon" album 
pages (17 items). Approx. cat £30

£5.00

400 SG11: 8s red good used with 'Bergen' CDS, cat £50. £8.001856

401 SG12: 2s yellow, CDS 'Bergen 19 2 1866', cat £250. £30.001863

402 4 sk mauve (SG 42), decent shade with partial light cds canc, full perfs and 
clean rev, slight NE centring. Cat £80

£10.001872

403 5 öre blue (SG 52a), good shade with near full, indistinct cds canc, full perfs, 
clean rev and centred NE: no stop after POSTFRIM. Cat £75

£12.001877

404 SG191: 35ore brown LMM, cat £95. £10.001926

405 SG267-270 Queen Maud set FU, cat £55.50. £8.001939

406 SG300: 20ore+80ore red Norwegian Legion Support Fund FU, cat £110. £15.001941

Nyasaland

407 Double-sided A4 stockcard of mainly used stamps selected for legible 
postmarks, mostly KEVII and KGV plus UPU complete set. Also SG114-22 
set LMM/UMM.

£20.00
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408 SG11 BCA overprint 4/- MM. Perfectly centred & good gum, a couple of 
shortish perfs do not detract. Cat £110.

£10.001893

Pakistan

409 SG1-17 o/p on India set to 10r UMM cat £50+ £10.001947

Palestine

410 SG35 1p deep indigo (silver overprint) CDS used cat £38. £5.001921

Papua

411 SG18 6d black & myrtle green FU, wmk horizontal, large 'Papua' overprint. 
Cat £50.

£6.001906

412 SG127 & SG128, 9d & 1/3 values VLMM with good perfs & gum, cat £42. £5.001932

Parma

413 Italian States. SG19: 25c purple CDS used imperf. Neatly repaired at the top 
to make 4 margins, cat £250.

£25.001857

Philatelic Accessories

414 Blue ring binder with 50 hagner/prinz pages mix of strips and single or double 
sided.

£2.00

415 Unused Hawid mounts incl. offcuts in Kodak box. £1.00

416 50 Board backed envelopes, good condition. £1.00

417 100 clear postcard/stockcard holders, very good condition. £1.00

418 100 2-line stock cards, good condition no labels. £3.00

419 Box of empty cellophane and/or paper stamp packets. £1.00

Philippines

420 early 1900's to modern period of used on Hagner pages including overprints 
(400 stamps approx)

£25.00

Poland

421 Phillips folder 7 pages: 1921 mint 7 used Poznan airpost pair, mm, used on & 
off cover: 6 pages 1925 airs (SG252-60) mint singles complete, some used, 
then mostly marginal blocks of 4 - some imprinted: mint 1934 "Challenge", 
SG301-2. Cat £460

£45.001921-34

Polish Post in Danzig

422 SG R1-11 MM set of 11. Polish 1924 stamps o/p 'PORT GDANSK'. STC £82. £12.001925

423 SG R25: 1z black on cream UMM cat £100. £20.001933

Portugal

424 used collection on Hagner pages (300 stamps approx) £10.00

425 SG1119: 2e30 blue FU, cat £37. £5.001954

Postcards

426 Two postcard albums 500 plus, modern steam engines £6.00

427 Two postcard albums topographical cards 200 plus £3.00

428 Blue album mainly naval postcards 200plus £3.00

429 One maroon and one black albums commercial and military aircraft 200 plus £6.00

430 Panel greeting card  for Christmas 1915 with Liverpool 25 Dec. cancel. £1.001915

Reunion

431 SG330-2 Air top values, 100f, 200f & 500f FU, cat £340. £50.001949

432 SG356-7 FU pair, French stamps o/p CFA and value, cat £61. £7.001954

Rhodesia 

433 SG97 Victoria Falls 1/- blue-green, CDS used, toning on some perfs cat £50. £5.001905

434 SG98 Victoria Falls 2/6 black CDS used cat £170. £25.001905
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Rhodesia - Southern

435 SG14 5/- blue & blue green FU cat £180. £25.001924

436 GV Silver Jubilee sets complete mint & used SG31-34 cat £75. £8.001935

437 SG31-4 GV silver jubilee set MM cat £30. £6.001935

Rhodesia and Nyasaland

438 KGVI & QEII used collection on Hagner pages (250+ stamps) £16.00

Romania

439 1890-1990s Dutch "Postzegels" 34 page full stockbook with some mint in later 
issues and occasional used duplication

£3.00

440 SG30: 6p red imperf, 4 margins, cat £300. £40.001863

441 25 bani, brown (SG 87) with four good to large margins, light part cds canc 
and clean but patchy rev. Cat £60

£6.001871

Saar

442 u/m commems (+ 1957 defins to 90 pf) on double-sided stock book leaf inc. 
1953 Stamp Day & 1954 Marian Year. 60+ items. Cat £40+

£7.501953-9

Samoa

443 SG 232-235 postal fiscals set to £2 LMM cat £95. £6.001955

Sarawak

444 SG61 mint $1 no wmk, cat £50. £5.00

445 SG121 $2 purple & violet used, cat £38. £6.001934

Seychelles

446 SG139 12c reddish violet MM cat £50. £9.001938

Singapore

447 1940 period to 1970's collection of mint & used on Hagner pages. Few sets 
included (200+ stamps)

£14.00

Somaliland Protectorate

448 SG83-40 wmk crown CA short set (ex.SG32) LMM Cat £80+. £12.001904

South & Central America

449 Glory box of old South America, mainly Uruguay, many hundreds on leaves, 
stockcards etc

£2.00

South Africa

450 1900's to 1960's used collection in a binder on Hagner pages (600 stamps 
approx)

£35.00

451 Interesting cover with Cape Town Philatelic Society labels and 4x SG97 
postmarked 'Liberty Cavalcade 25 Mar 44'.

£3.001944

South Africa - Natal

452 Used selection (9 stamps) in range SG97-113 cat £34+. £3.00

453 SG145 £10 green & orange fiscally used with perfin & some toning, centred to 
NW.

£18.001902

South Africa - Transvaal

454 SG32a 1/- green FU with neat '3' target cancel cat £80. £7.001873

455 SG244-255 complete set of 12 MM, top value VLMM cat £275. £25.001902

Spain

456 Early to modern period of used in a binder on Hagner pages (500 stamps 
approx)

£20.00

St. Kitts-Nevis

457 SG35 10/- green & red on green CDS used cat £48. £9.001920
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St. Lucia

458 SG56d 'small O in ONE' die II UMM (almost?) cat £250. £20.001891

Stockbooks

459 Red Edelweis 16-page stockbook as new condition £3.00

460 Green 'Ace'  10-page stockbook, good condition. £2.00

461 Lighthouse green A4 8-page stockbook as new. £2.00

462 Blue A4 16-page 'Edelweis' stoclbook in perfect comdition, containing some 
GV/Channel Is. Mint & used stamps, some postage/swapout potential.

£3.00

Sudan

463 Military Telegraphs in joined pairs SG T8-9 + T11-13, 15-17 neatly used 
(except T9 mint). Cat £45.50

£5.001898-9

Swaziland

464 GV Silver Jubilee set FU cat £24. £3.001935

Sweden

465 1890's to modern period of used on Hagner pages (350+ stamps) £15.00

466 SG2: 4sk blue CDS used, cat £75. £12.001855

467 SG11b 50ore red with fine CDS dated '18 12 66' cat £110. £15.001858

468 SG57 5k blue CDS used cat £42. £5.001903

469 Postcard & p/m of Halsingborg (17/12/23) with 2 GB 1/2d (canc 24/12/23) on 
the front, + Christmas label on reverse.

£1.001923

Switzerland

470 SG53 3c black CDS used, one blunt perf, cat £170. £15.001862

471 League of Nations. SG LN37 30c blue fu on piece, cat £80. £15.001932

472 Pro Juventute SG MSJ99a imperf mounted mint cat £140. £20.001941

473 SG456: Peace issue, 2fr brown & buff FU with a dated CDS 1945 or 46 for 
'COMOLUG…' (Lugano?). Cat £250.

£30.001945

474 MS561a, National Philatelic Exhibition Lausanne, LMM cat £140. £15.001955

Tanzania

475 1960's to modern period of used on Hagner pages (250+ stamps) £15.00

Thailand

476 Early to modern period used collection on Hagner pages (300+ stamps) £20.00

Trinidad

477 SG O4 4d grey FU cat £130. £25.001894

Trinidad & Tobago

478 SG229 5/- green & rose VLMM cat £160, centred to the right. £30.001932

Tristan Da Cunha

479 SG28-41 marine life set of 14 LMM cat £90. £12.001960

480 Commemorative cover for resettlement voyage of M.V. Bornholm bearing 
SG55 & SG57 cancelled with Tristan Da Cunha CDS of 11 Nov 63.

£3.001963

Turks and Caicos Islands

481 3d War Tax Specimen overprint mint, SG148s, cat £45. Appears unmounted 
but some gum toning.

£5.001918

482 SG203 2/- bright rose carmine FU cat £19. £4.001944

483 SG208-9 Silver wedding pair UMM cat £15. £4.001948

USA

484 Used collection on 5 pages. £2.00
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485 SG69: 2c black Andrew Jackson good used. Some tones but gnerally good 
perfs & centreing.
Cat £65.

£8.001861

486 Confederate States: gumless mint 5 & 10c (SG 7 & 12) where the 5c is more 
evenly cut and whiter than the 10c. Cat £38

£5.001862-3

487 SG277 3c green Columbus 400th anniversary MM, a few short perfs, cat £50 £8.001892

488 SG246 $1 red good used cat £750 (heavy p/m and bottom perfs missing). £40.001893

Vathy

489 French PO: SG81 5c green & SG89 4pi on 1f green LMM cat £50. £8.001893

World

490 Burgundy ring binder with many hundreds world collection mainly used. £1.00

491 Far East:China & India, Burma, Singapore post independence. Used 
collection in yellow plastic folder, cat c. £80, mainly for early China.

£4.00

492 Mint and some used in maroon 8-page A4 stockbook - cat circa £150. £3.00

493 16-page A4 green 'SG' stockbook 70% full of mainly commonwealth (many 
sets)  but some GB & modern Iceland.

£9.00

494 Scruffy junior collection in 'Nipper' file, mainly Germany & Hungary. £1.00

495 16 nineteenth century items, all with individual cat values of £50 to a few 
hundred, were it not for their defects: Canada, USA, Newf'l'd, Luxembourg, 
Alsace & Lorraine + more.

£10.00

496 "The Worldwide Postage Stamp Album": thick, heavy and well filled £5.00

497 "The Oxford Stamp Album"(dark green): sturdy, largely Europe £3.00

498 "The Oxford Stamp Album" (black): sturdy, Commonwealth and others £5.00

499 'New World' 22-ring binder containing world collection, plus bad of loose 
stamps.

£1.00

500 3 very large blue 'Chinese style' stockbooks containing a variety of World, 
Commonwealth & GB. Mint & used, blocks & singles.

£2.00

END OF AUCTION - THANK YOU     
Next Auction: 7 Nov. 2024 

NOTICE 
Amersham and District Philatelic Society welcomes bids from any 
collector but any successful bidders who are not members of the  
Society will have a nominal 50p added to their invoices. This will 
entitle you to be an associate member of the Society for one day 

only and to participate in the Auction.
Lots are sold as seen and refunds will not be made unless the 

catalogue description is incorrect
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